Upcoming Events

"Multicultural Advisory Council and the Minority & International Alumni Dinner"

Date: April 28, 2017

The Dean’s Multicultural Advisory Council at 5:00 pm and the Minority and International Alumni Dinner at 6:00 pm. These events are wonderful opportunities to meet our new Dean Francine Conway and to network with our alumni, students, and faculty.

152 Frelinghuysen Road
Piscataway, NJ 08854-8020
Council in Room A340
Dinner in Room A317

Click here to Register

GSAPP COLLOQUIUM

"Rethinking Madness: An Argument for a Dimensional view of Psychoanalysis"

Nancy McWilliams

Wednesday, April 26, 2017
Psychology Building Addition – Rooms A317 and A302

Dr. McWilliams will be discussing ways to this talk will argue for a psychotic level of many psychological conditions that bring people to therapists, not merely the schizophrenic illnesses and psychotic mood disorders. Emphasis will be put on the clinical value of construing psychopathology dimensionally.
New Jersey State Senate President Stephen Sweeney meets Craig Lillard, 23, of Princeton, who works at the Harvest Cafe through a Rutgers Center for Adult Autism Services initiative.

"Rutgers Center for Adults with Autism Off to Promising Start"

The Rutgers Center for Adults with Autism of GSAPP and their initiatives have been making significant strides. Read up on an article written about RCAAS and their significant progress made thus far!

Click [here](#) to read more!